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Over the last fifty years, military leadership and supporting research organizations have studied the drivers impacting the supply of military personnel from the civilian labor market. However, not much has been learned about what personal attributes of those in uniform contribute to superior performance. This limited understanding has likely hampered opportunities to focus recruiting, make informed choices on recruit attribute trade-offs, improve the assignment of personnel to specialties, improve training, select and develop leaders, and better design the experience mix of teams, units, and the force as a whole.

This paper reviews a selection of the literature on military personnel quality to illustrate patterns in the existing research and challenges posed by historical data and methodological limitations. At present, personnel quality research provides definitive answers to some questions—particularly those concerning the value of training—but limited, inconsistent, or potentially misleading answers to many others. Without definitive results from well-designed research, decision makers commonly rely on correlative observations or anecdotes when developing and executing personnel policies. As military personnel expenditures comprise a large share of the DOD budget, opportunities to improve the efficacy and efficiency of this investment interest all DOD leaders.

What does “quality” mean in a personnel context? Achieving maximal warfighting readiness and making efficient use of scarce human resources require a detailed understanding of how an individual’s many attributes contribute to the performance of various tasks. Analytic techniques are sufficiently advanced to enable prediction of performance quality based on individuals’ characteristics and other factors, many of which may be observed prior to accession. Diverse personal attributes, including experience, intelligence, education, training, physical health, integrity, attitudes, morale, grit, and mental health, may be relevant. The importance of any one attribute depends on the task evaluated across a diverse set of duties and occupations. Actionable research on quality cannot progress without detailed data on both individuals’ attributes and task-specific performance outcomes, and a research environment structured to overcome methodological challenges encumbering prior research. Reaching this goal requires sustained partnership between research analysts and the military Services.

1. Value of Training and Experience

The literature on training represents the best of the research on military personnel quality. Studies in this area generally assess how a well-measured attribute (e.g., a particular training exercise) contributes to performing a relevant task (e.g., sonar equipment operation) using a reliable measurement of performance quality. Most training studies are constructed to produce methodologically sound conclusions (e.g., through the use of intentionally designed controlled experiments). This research demonstrates that training matters, and identifies some features that make certain training programs better than others.

For example, Fletcher’s (2010) analysis of the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Digital Tutor program provides credible evidence in favor of alternative training
regimes.\textsuperscript{1} DARPA developed and implemented a computer-administered, self-paced 16-week training course for Navy information technicians built upon instructional principles used by expert human tutors. Digital Tutor graduates performed actual repair tasks considerably better than both recent graduates of the traditional 35-week Information Technology Training Continuum course, and seasoned Navy IT specialists with an average of 9.2 years of fleet experience. This research reliably measures the impact of the Digital Tutor using an intentionally designed experiment.

Similarly, research evaluating the Combat Logistics Force (CLF) provides credible evidence that that smaller, more highly trained and experienced crews can provide better readiness at a lower cost.\textsuperscript{2,3} Operated by the Navy’s Military Sealift Command (MSC), the CLF implemented a crewing model that relies on task-specific expertise and on-the-job experience. This approach reduced crew size by two-thirds and crew costs by 60 percent, while providing higher availability levels than the similar Navy ships crewed by uniformed sailors. Because such dramatic cost reductions and availability increases followed the policy change, it can be interpreted as effective despite the lack of intentional experimentation. Although the CLF uses civilian crews, similar gains could be realized in the military workforce by mirroring the CLF emphasis on expertise.

Studies of Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force air crew performance demonstrate large returns to training and experience. Such research has measured performance through expert assessments or objectively measured results. These include kill probabilities in instrumented air-combat maneuvering exercises, bombing accuracy, airdrop accuracy, torpedo exercise scores, the overall results of operational readiness evaluations for carrier-based squadrons, carrier landing grades, and accident rates.\textsuperscript{4} Different analyses studied how the experience of those in various roles—pilots, navigators and co-pilots for airdrops, and the entire tactical team (including sensor operators) for torpedo exercises—impacts outcomes. Consistently, this research has found that both recent and total career flying hours predict better performance.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Despite these successes, efforts to determine the returns to experience and training often encounter methodological challenges that undermine or invalidate statements of why the observed outcomes occur. A fundamental question remains: Do personnel who remain have innate characteristics that enable their better performance, or does remaining longer cause improvements in quality? Individuals decide whether to enter and remain in military service in a manner that is likely correlated with their abilities and other features of interest to personnel managers. Selective entry and attrition complicate attempts to estimate the retention impact of attributes correlated with attrition. Because the existing literature on military personnel experience and training rarely accounts for this selection, those studies cannot determine why such a powerful relationship exists between investments, such as experience and training, and performance outcomes. Premature answers to such questions can lead to suboptimal policy.

There are many examples of researchers mistakenly interpreting descriptive research as causal evidence. For instance, RAND documented the higher productivity of more senior enlisted personnel in the Air Force. It found that the most junior personnel take about 2.4 times more personnel hours to perform a fixed amount of sophisticated troubleshooting than personnel in the most senior manpower category. As a descriptive observation, the results cannot be contested. But without the ability to interpret the results in an “if-then” fashion, it is unclear how these observations should inform policy.

In another example, the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) considered how the returns to experience could be leveraged to improve efficiency, using experience-productivity curves to argue that optimal policies in eight occupational areas would generate savings of from 2 to 18 percent by reducing personnel in the first eight years of service by 8 to 22 percent. Likewise, research by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) used experience-productivity profiles to argue that transitioning to a high-experience military force would reduce personnel costs by 2.2 percent. However, these studies overstate the effects of increasing the military experience profile if doing so entails retaining more low-productivity individuals who would otherwise attrite.

Research analysing unit performance at the National Training Center found that the amount of training at the home station strongly related to the ratings units received from observer-controllers. Miles driven in train-up predicted performance for both force-on-force offensive missions and live-fire defensive missions. It would be tempting to conclude that similar gains could be achieved in other units by increasing miles driven. However, miles driven in train-up may

---


reflect equipment reliability or crew skill, which would independently affect National Training Center performance.

Unfortunately, few studies have been able to address the underlying data and study design challenges that impede causal interpretation of their findings. Consequently, the research community supporting DOD has not learned enough from these studies.

2. Value of Innate Abilities

The selection bias pitfalls that complicate the valuation of training and experience also contaminate estimates of how much intelligence and social-emotional skills contribute to the performance of military members. If a feature that affects performance also affects whether a person remains in service or receives a given occupational assignment, then the observed relationship between performance and that feature will entangle the feature selection impact with its pure causal impact. Methodological challenges of this type likely contribute to the inconsistency of existing research findings on the performance value of intelligence and social-emotional skills. See the appendix for an illustration of this selection bias.

a. Intelligence

Following research demonstrating that Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) scores and years of education both predict who completes the first year of service in the Navy, the Navy began using these features for recruitment planning and selection. Subsequent research extended the Success Chances of Recruits Entering the Navy (SCREEN) type of analysis to better understand the determinants of first-term completion in a range of Navy occupations, illuminating subtle differences in which characteristics best predict term completion in various occupations. All four military services currently use similar selection tools. Scores on different components of the AFQT currently determine eligibility for military occupations.

While these innovations have been instrumental in improving the effectiveness and professionalism of the force, they complicate subsequent analyses of the performance value of any attribute used to determine accession or assignment. Research linking AFQT scores to task performance does not account for the assignment mechanism, and has produced inconsistent results. For example, some studies of maintenance personnel find that AFQT scores predict greater readiness of either ships or aircraft, while others do not. Likewise, several papers have

examined the interaction between equipment complexity and the AFQT scores of maintainers or operators, finding that higher AFQT matters more in more technical occupations. These considerations are also important to assessing potential interactions between abilities and technologies. Army research found that tank commanders and gunners with higher AFQT scores obtained much higher tank gunnery scores than those with lower AFQT scores when operating older M-60 tanks, and nearly identical gunnery scores when operating newer M-1 tanks.\textsuperscript{13} It is likely that the M-1’s more intuitive technology reduces cognitive load, which disproportionately benefits personnel with lower AFQT scores. However, it would be premature to conclude that the M-1’s design eliminates the benefit of higher AFQT scores. Selection into military occupations will tend to generate negative correlation between AFQT scores and other (often hard to measure) beneficial traits; if these other beneficial traits become relatively more important, then AFQT scores can actually predict worse performance, even if their effect remains positive.

The interplay between intelligence, experience, and performance also deserves further examination. Analysis of National Training Center data indicate that higher AFQT scores predict better performance for inexperienced soldiers, but do not predict better performance among those with at least 20 months of experience.\textsuperscript{14} This result might indicate that sufficient experience will substitute for aptitude—or it might indicate that those with lower AFQT scores, who nevertheless persist in the military for more than 20 months, have other attributes that compensate for their lower aptitude. Careful study design can identify and disentangle these contributors, and enable more effective and efficient personnel-resourcing policies.

\textbf{b. Social-emotional skills}

While the military has studied cognitive intelligence and its elements for many decades, personality traits and related social-emotional skills have received considerable attention only recently. The Tailored Adaptive Personality Assessment System (TAPAS) measures such factors, and has enabled a new stream of research. Some research indicates that the TAPAS can help predict who will perform well in an Army Special Operations Forces assessment and selection course.\textsuperscript{15} Other research indicates that attributes identified by TAPAS complement AFQT scores in predicting retention.\textsuperscript{16} Research assessing the value of these “non-cognitive” skills holds great promise and deserves further exploration. In this nascent research area, researchers and study

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{13} Barry L. Scribner, et al., \textit{Are Smart Tankers Better Tankers: AFQT and Military Productivity}, (Office of Economic and Manpower Analysis, Department of Social Sciences, United States Military Academy, December 1984).

\textsuperscript{14} Keesling, et al., \textit{The Determinants of Effective Performance of Combat Units at the National Training Center}.

\textsuperscript{15} Christopher D. Nye, et al., \textit{Assessing the Tailored Adaptive Personality Assessment System for Army Special Operations Forces Personnel}, (U. S. Army Research Institute, January 2014).

\end{flushleft}
sponsors have the opportunity to carefully design their studies to overcome ability-correlated selection bias.

3. Data Challenges in Assessing and Studying Performance Drivers

The lack of direct, consistent, and generalizable measures of Service member performance quality significantly hinders efforts to identify and quantify performance drivers. Some research substitutes speed of promotion for performance quality. While expedient and analytically tractable, this strategy permits few strong conclusions for two reasons. First, it cannot evaluate whether the military is promoting or retaining the right people; doing so would result in circular reasoning. Second, because promotion depends on more than personnel quality—for example, the military’s need to fill higher-ranking positions, or changes in the force structure—it cannot indicate how aggregate quality differs across units or over time. Ultimately, research identifying drivers of time-of-promotion illuminate what current exams and promotion boards actually prioritize—which is not necessarily what they should prioritize. Development and sharing of direct, consistent, and generalizable measures of Service member performance quality would enable significant progress toward identifying and quantifying performance drivers.

4. Final Remarks and Suggested Next Steps

Synthesizing the current literature on Service personnel attributes, we observe the following:

- Individual and unit characteristics matter to performance.
- AFQT, high school graduation, and attitudinal variables predict early attrition.
- Entry test scores predict promotion speed, which is not a satisfying performance metric.
- Experience and AFQT matter to performance, but it is unclear how they relate.
- Modern individual training can make a big difference. So can better collective training.
- Much of the relevant research is old. The nature of key relationships is likely similar today, but specifics need re-examination.

While notable progress has been made, significant portions of the existing research on the impact of the individual attributes, training, and experience of military personnel suffers from methodological challenges that limit interpretation. The best examples of this literature are studies testing experimental training regimes against the status quo. In other cases, the existing studies can be interpreted predictively: experience strongly predicts better performance; AFQT predicts faster promotion; AFQT and TAPAS scores predict lower first-term attrition; and AFQT sometimes predicts better performance of some tasks. Although prediction tells us what is likely to occur, it cannot explain why, and is therefore of limited value to military leadership. The following questions illuminate areas where future research and policy initiatives might bear significant fruit:

• What are the true values of cognitive intelligence, social-emotional skills, and experience in producing Service-relevant performance (i.e., force readiness and lethality)? How do these individual attributes interrelate? How can they be enhanced or substituted?
• How can we better screen recruits and assign them to occupations?
• Can we develop better mechanisms to identify and promote the most promising people?
• How can we better leverage technologies in training and to improve performance?

To provide the military reliable answers to these questions and others, research on military personnel quality must demonstrate the relative return to various personal attributes using methodologies that can support causal interpretation. Accomplishing this requires comprehensive data, deep institutional knowledge, and a research environment structured to overcome methodological challenges, including the willingness to engage in carefully-designed experimentation when necessary. Strong commitment at the Office of the Secretary of Defense and Service levels can create conditions needed to overcome these methodological challenges.
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**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFQT</td>
<td>Armed Forces Qualification Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBO</td>
<td>Congressional Budget Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLF</td>
<td>Combat Logistics Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNA</td>
<td>Center for Naval Analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>Military Sealift Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSD</td>
<td>Office of the Secretary of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCREEN</td>
<td>Success Chances of Recruits Entering the Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAPAS</td>
<td>Tailored Adaptive Personality Assessment System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF</td>
<td>United States Air Force</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix

*Notional figures 1 and 2* illustrate how selection can confound causal estimation. To highlight selection effects, we present a simplified model, abstracting from many details.

In Figure 1, some combination of grit and intelligence determines occupational assignment. Those low in both features are not accepted into the military; those with a high combination become pilots; and those with a moderate combination become mechanics. Consequently, mechanics (represented by the empty circles) are found along a band where grit and intelligence negatively co-vary.

If what determines quality performance were no different from what determines occupational assignment, then a low-intelligence mechanic would perform about as well as a high-intelligence mechanic. This is because any low-intelligence person who nevertheless becomes a mechanic must have some compensating strength – in this case, grittiness.

However, if what determines quality performance differs from what determines occupational assignment, then quality can vary along the band. In Figure 2, grit is relatively more important for quality performance than it is for occupational assignment. The coloring captures this: lighter-colored circles indicate higher-quality mechanics, and lighter-colored lines represent higher-quality isoquants. Because grit is relatively more important for quality performance than it is for selection, the isoquants slope more steeply than the band of mechanics. Moving down the band crosses over isoquants, indicating increments in quality. Thus, because the assignment mechanism under-prioritizes grit, the best mechanics have the most grit and the least intelligence.

For mechanics under these conditions, the bivariate correlation between intelligence and performance would be negative, and a careless researcher might wrongly conclude that intelligence harms performance. To support the correct conclusions, research must account for the selection mechanism. Research in the quality literature rarely does so.

---

18 An isoquant is a curve along which output (in this case, quality performance) does not change. Isoquants represent the relative productivity of inputs and can be thought of as thresholds, the crossing of which denotes increased output.
Figure 1. Selection causes occupation members to cluster in bands where traits negatively co-vary

Figure 2. Quality varies along an occupational band if selection and quality functions differ
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